
TrustMAPP Adds Allan Alford to Senior
Leadership Team

Experienced and respected CISO assumes CTO and CISO duties

MINNEAPOLIS, MN, USA, February 2, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- TrustMAPP announced today

that Allan Alford will be joining the company as its CTO and CISO. Alford comes to TrustMAPP

with more than 20 years of experience in cybersecurity, having led security teams at NTT Data,

Mitel, and Polycom. 

Alford’s relationship with TrustMAPP began in 2018 when he became a TrustMAPP customer.

That evolved into Alford joining TrustMAPP’s CISO Advisory Board in 2019. 

“With the rapid growth we experienced in 2020 and our planned trajectory in 2021, we knew we

needed to add an experienced and thoughtful technology leader, as well as a CISO of our own,”

said Chad Boeckmann, founder and CEO of TrustMAPP. “It was just so obvious that Allan could fill

both of those roles for us.”

“I have successfully used TrustMAPP to manage security performance as a practicing CISO,” said

Alford. “Now, as CTO, I get to bring all my CISO experiences to bear and help make a fantastic

product even better.”

Given Alford’s high profile in the global CISO community, TrustMAPP expects that he will become

another “voice of the customer” at TrustMAPP and help guide the company’s roadmap. In

addition, TrustMAPP expects Alford to become a key evangelist of the company’s approach to

Security Performance Management.

About TrustMAPP

TrustMAPP delivers continuous Security Performance Management, giving security leaders a

real-time view of their cybersecurity maturity and associated risks with related investments

associated for remediation. TrustMAPP tells you where you are, where you’re going, and what it

will take to get there. From a single source of data, an organization’s security posture is visible

based on stakeholder perspective: CISO, C-Suite, and Board. TrustMAPP gives organizations the

ability to manage security as a business, quantifying and prioritizing remediation actions and

costs. You can learn more at www.trustmapp.com.
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